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Hawks Are Hardly Sunk Without Johnson

By ROB MAHONEY

Joe Johnson is no longer an Atlanta Hawk.

Such a simple declaration comes heavy with contextual meaning; Johnson's exodus is a 

concession, a liquidation, a transition, and a bit of a shame, as the Hawks surrendered 

the closest thing they've had to a franchise player since the turn of the millennium. A six-

time All-Star on a cap-crippling contract was dealt to Brooklyn for a heap of salary scrap, 

and yet there appears to be scant reason to mourn for the end of an era in Atlanta that's 

hardly finished.

The Hawks are certainly undergoing a few changes under recently hired general manager 

Danny Ferry, but when it comes to Johnson's departure, the on-court implications just 

aren't all that disastrous. Beyond the forfeiture of a relatively big name, what exactly do 

the Hawks stand to lose?

Much of Johnson's value in Atlanta came from his ability to manufacture shots, but Ferry 

and the Hawks have already done quite well to offset their deficit in that regard. Not only 

will Jeff Teague, Josh Smith, and Al Horford-all very skilled creators in their own way-

surely play more pivotal roles in controlling the offense going forward, but Atlanta has 

also signed a player capable of fulfilling much of Johnson's previous shot-creating duties 

at just a fraction of the salary. Former Sixer Lou Williams is often demerited for his 

imperfections as a shoot-first guard, but with the Hawks he'll be a tremendously valuable 

scoring option and a functional bridge between the starters and reserves.

The idea that a player like Williams, who is a specialist in a sense, could fully replace a 

player of Johnson's caliber would rightfully be considered absurd. But considering the 

underutilized talent already on their roster, the Hawks need not substitute Johnson with 

an explicit replacement. Williams is a prime example of a player who can bring some of 

the same fundamental offensive skills to the table without the profile or pay grade that a 

direct substitute otherwise would. Williams doesn't in any way disturb the Hawks' new 

balance; he simply replicates what was Johnson's most prevalent offensive skill in a more 

selectively applicable capacity.

On a per-minute basis, Williams both outscored and out-assisted Johnson last season, 

while creating an even greater percentage of his offense for himself (59.7 percent of 

Williams' made field goals were unassisted, compared to just 49.4 percent of Johnson's) 
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on a Sixers team that was so often starved for points. That same level of offensive control 

won't be there for Williams as consistently in Atlanta, but he'll nonetheless have 

opportunities to both generate points in isolation and work off of the likes of Teague, 

Smith, and Horford.

That Williams does much of his work off the bounce should hardly come as a concern for 

a team that has relied on Johnson to do the very same; Williams may not create the same 

kinds of mismatches or be able to rely on post-up work the way that Johnson does, but he 

instead supplements a strong mid-range game with an uncanny ability to draw shooting 

fouls. Williams averaged a whopping 6.2 free throw attempts per 36 minutes last season - 

double that of Johnson and on-par with the free-throw frequency of Russell Westbrook 

and Dwyane Wade. It's that penchant for efficient scoring that makes Williams a 

particularly good get for a Hawks team that was among the worst in the league last 

season in free throw rate and that posted a decidedly average offense overall.

Yet Johnson wasn't merely valuable to the Hawks on the offensive end. Although wear 

and age have robbed Johnson of some of his lateral movement over the years, he remains 

an effective on-ball defender both on the perimeter and the low block. Much of that can 

be credited to Johnson's superb shot-contesting instincts and ever-useful size, both of 

which could be missed in Atlanta this season.

After all, the Hawks - who ranked sixth in the N.B.A. last season in points allowed per 

possession - survived Horford's injury and earned a postseason berth last season on the 

strength of their collective defense. Atlanta didn't do anything all that remarkable in 

terms of their defensive strategy, but without gimmick or spectacle the Hawks quietly 

challenged shots, limited their fouls, and forced a tremendous number of turnovers. The 

threat of a shot-blocker like Smith on the back line certainly helped in all of those 

regards, but so did the length of players like Johnson and the since traded Marvin 

Williams on the perimeter.

The absence of Williams (who functioned as Atlanta's primary defender against top-tier 

wings in many cases last season) is another matter entirely, but it's possible that the 

Hawks have already accounted for the loss of Johnson on the defensive end as well. In 

dealing Williams, the Hawks acquired the consistently curious Devin Harris - a guard 

who was once an All-N.B.A. caliber defender, yet somehow lost his focus and his way. 

Harris is the furthest thing from a sure bet, but he has the theoretical defensive chops to 

work from multiple positions on the defensive end, allowing Larry Drew to hide Williams 

from matchups that would otherwise be unfavorable and cross-match to better suit 

particular opponents.

The offense-defense arrangement of Williams and Harris - who will both compete with 

one another and play alongside each other in a revolving backcourt of sorts - is far more 

precarious than it otherwise would have been with Johnson. But considering the 

circumstances, the Hawks have the potential to do something rather remarkable. Ferry 
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has done himself and his franchise a considerable favor in shedding the $89.3 million 

owed to Johnson over the next four seasons, but to make such a gambit without a certain 

and immediate step-back (or a compromise of the team's long-term finances) is a truly 

impressive managerial feat.

For years, the Johnson-led Hawks had been maligned for their relative stagnancy; season 

after season, Atlanta employed the same, grinding brand of basketball to similar effect 

and similar limitation. But for once, it might come as a refreshing surprise to see the 

same old Hawks continuing their tradition of solid play in an entirely new context. Joe 

Johnson is no longer an Atlanta Hawk, but this teams performance - in persistent 

effectiveness, caveats, and all - could prove startlingly familiar.

Statistics for this post from by NBA.com and Basketball-Reference.com.
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